ECF’s Stakeholder Statement - Habitat III conference – Quito, Ecuador

Statement by the European Cyclists' Federation, associate partner of the World Urban
Campaign, representing also the global network World Cycling Alliance.
Honourable Chair, Members of the States, Members of the Civil Society and Guests,
Thank you for giving the opportunity to the European Cyclists' Federation to speak in
this Plenary for the Habitat 3 conference. I am here today representing the European
Cyclists' Federation and the World Cycling Alliance. ECF is an NGO based in Brussels
representing cyclists associations and cycling organizations. The World Cycling Alliance
is a network of more than 100 civil society organizations from all continents. Together
our goal is: “More People Cycling, More Often”.
Cycling is finally well-represented in the New Urban Agenda. Cycling is so much more
than transport, it is also about social inclusion, equity, accessibility, health and
happiness. From a holistic view, cycling, together with walking, provide us with the
base of our mobility. This is well reflected in the New Urban Agenda and for that we
are very happy.
While the process of writing the New Urban Agenda is complete, we consider it a living
document and will strive to improve upon it as we move towards its implementation.
Cycling is a key tool in achieving the cities we need and the cities we want based on
the New Urban Agenda, and for that reason we ask you to consider the following:
1. First, currently missing from the New Urban Agenda is explicit mention of data
collection for sustainable mobility, which is key for promoting cycling at the
policy level. Cycling and active mobility often are not included in census and
data collection, meaning the key figures and benchmarks are missing for
politicians and policymakers to understand and assess their decisions.
2. Second, clearer emphasis needs to be placed on fiscal and financial tools and
equitable financial investment in sustainable modes of transport, including
disincentives for motorized and non-sustainable transport.
3. Third, stronger links need to be made for sustainable freight (as opposed to
passenger) transport and the role of cycling in providing a solution for goods
deliveries in city centres. This includes protecting informal workers who use
cargo bikes and rickshaws.
ECF, WCA and their members are ready for the civic involvement the New Urban
Agenda refers to throughout and to address these areas where the New Urban Agenda
falls short. We understand that by working together, all modes of transportation, all
sectors, is the way forward to achieving sustainable, equitable and healthy cities.

Today here in Quito we ask the Habitat 3 secretariat, stakeholders, and global citizens
to consider the importance of cycling in the implementation of the New Urban Agenda
and to work with us towards creating cycling-inclusive cities.
I thank you for your attention!

